ASSOCIAZIONE CENTO PITTORI VIA MARGUTTA

Dear children,
My name is Luigi Salvatori ad I'm the President of the historic “Hundred Painters Association Via
Margutta”, based in Rome, Via S. Agata Dei Goti 4 (tax code 80275350587).
I would like to share on idea my daughter Emanuela had, jus for fun, and which was then developed
by the Director Antonio Servillo and approved by the entire Executive Council of the Association.
The idea is aimed at all children from all over the world and consists in a drawing exhibition.
The children of all ages up to 13years are invited to partecipate.
The theme is:
“SMALL VIRUSES
DRAW THE VIRUS, this invisible little monster. As we imagine it. "
Send a drawing, a painting, a sketch, by any means of expression
(pencil, marker, colors, tempera etc ...)
The drawings will be published on a web page of our website www.centopittoriviamargutta.it
The idea starts as a game. Later, subject to your consent, we aim to collect all the drawings and
place it initially in a virtual gallery and then in an exhibition to be organized in via Margutta in Rome.
We will also involve the national authorities, the Municipality of Rome and of the Latium Region.
The exhibition have the exclusive purpose of raising funds for research to combat covid-19 or prevent
other forms of epidemic.
Children from all over the world can participate.
Send the drawings for whatsapp to this number (+39) 345.4876997
or e-mail piccolivirus@centopittoriviamargutta.it .
indicating the author's name, age and school, with a whatsapp reference number or an e-mail
address to be contacted later.
The drawings must be sent by one of the parents or by the operator of the parental responsibility of
the children, authorizing the Cento Pittori Via Margutta Association to process the data pursuant to
law 675/96 (Privacy law) and subsequent amendments D. lgs. 196/2003 and Legislative Decree
101/2018 (Privacy code) for the eclusive purpose of this initiative.
Info: Antonio Servillo Tel. (+39) 338.8110014
Luigi Salvatori, President of “The Hundred Painters Association Via Margutta”.
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